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Lumenera LabVIEW plug-in  

Update from release V4.0.1 to v4.1.0 
 

 In order to support new LabVIEW releases more rapidly, we have decided to provide the 
source for all vi’s instead of delivering a packed library. We are providing a project to build that  
sets a relative path and architecture dll with 32-bit or 64-bit support. 

 Adding vi’s to support LabVIEW 2017. 

 Cleanup code in vi samples 
 

Not included in this release, but work that is on-going: 

 Create convenient classes to make programming easier. 

 Split  “Camera Control.vi” in multiple vi’s to make code easier to read 

 Add property documentation in all vi’s  

 Additional cleanup on some VI’s is required to improve performance. 

 

Update from release V4.0.0 to v4.0.1 
 Compilation of library to support  LabVIEW 2016 

 
Update from release V3.0.0 to v4.0.0 
 

 Adding release note document. 

 Eliminate use of NiLuAPI.dll.  

 Pre-allocation of byte array buffer in LabVIEW is required for image capture and conversion.  

This enables the user to control when buffer allocation is performed and users should 

experiment to assess performance increases.  

 The outputs of image capture or demosaicing functions are byte arrays instead of being 

adxImaq image.  This enables users to manipulate data prior to display.  Also, usage of 

dxImage can now be bypassed. 

 Users have to perform the demosaicing function in order to build a color image.  This was 

previously performed on any image capture operation in the NiLuAPI.dll library.  The 

demosaicing operation can be costly in processor time, and by decoupling it from the capture 

process, users can control when the color conversion is performed.  For users with a 

monochrome camera, there will be an improvement in performance. 

 VI function codes are blocked, allowing LabVIEW users to access the plug-in without needing 

to purchase the Lumenera SDK.  For development access, contact Lumenera to purchase the 

Software Developer’s Kit license.    

 Adding TAP control for Lt365, Lt665, Lt965. 

PRODUCT NEWS #12-CORP-?? 
Lumenera’s INFINITY 3-3UR 2.8 
Megapixel CCD USB 3.0 Camera 
New Product Introduction 
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